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in 1994 and 1995 a research team from brigham young university con-
ducted a survey of residents of the west bank and gaza strip motivated in
part by our strong interest as latter day saints in understanding and
strengthening family life we wished to study several aspects of the pales-

tinian family including prominence of marriage family size gender roles
education ofwomen marriage between relatives and location of residence
after marriage by comparing our data with that of earlier surveys we can
ascertain changes occurring in the muslim world

generalization from a single study of the arab muslim family is diffi-
cult given the differences among urban village and rural residents in the
arab world sufficient similarities exist however within arab islamic
countries to make possible some degree of generalization from palestinian
families to muslim families in general 1 we surveyed several thousand
palestinian families in the west bank and gaza strip 99 percent of whom
identified themselves as muslim results from our study provide contembontem
poraryhorary images of muslim families in much of the middle east

A brief historical overview

in 1967 israels military forces clashed with the armies of egypt syria
and jordan in what is referred to by some as the six day war at the con-
clusion of fighting israel occupied all land on the west side of the jordan
river previously controlled by the country of jordan this area including
all of eastern jerusalem became known as the west bank in addition to
the west bank israel occupied the gaza strip previously controlled by
egypt with the occupation of the west bank and the gaza strip israel
assumed military governance of several million palestiniansPalestin ians whose families
had been living on these lands for hundreds of years after two decades of
israeli occupation of historic palestine palestiniansPalestin ians living in the west bank
and gaza strip began a grassrootsgrass roots protest movement referred to as the
intifada loosely translated the arabic word intifada means to shudder
or shrug off and refers to palestinian efforts to force israel s withdrawal
from the occupied territories of the west bank and gaza strip
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during the intifada years of 1987 to 1994 palestiniansPalestin ians participated in
public marches demonstrations strikes and violent confrontations with
israeli soldiers even women whose domain had only been the privacy of
their homes were publicly involved in these activities As a result of these
events and of such westernizingWesternizing influences as modernization the palestin-
ian family has been exposed to powerful forces of social change thus one
of the pupurposesrposesreposes for our study was to describe the contemporary palestinian
family and assess whether as a result of these social forces palestiniansPalestin ians
have departed from traditional family life as prescribed by islamic teachings

islam and the family

for muslim palestiniansPalestin ians family and religion are intertwined As
strum notes if the koran is the soul of islam then perhaps the institution
of the muslim family might be described as its body722 likewise sociologist
john williams points out that religion in the arab world is not part of the
social structure it isesthefsthethe structure 3131133 the teachings of islam permeate pales-
tinian family life indeed patriarchy kinship ties cultural standards for
inheritance laws marriage and divorce and gender roles are perceived as
manifestations of allahs will 4

roles of husbands and wives are defined through dogmas and teach-
ings in the quraur an the hadith or sayings of muhammad and islamic
jurisprudence for example the quran states the following men are the
protectors and maintainers ofwomen because allah has given men more
strength than women righteous women are devoutly obedient
434 women are to I1 stay quietly in their houses 3333 women

should draw their veils over their bosoms and not display their beauty
except to their husbands their fathers their husbands fathers their sons
their husbands sons their brothers or their brothers sons 2431

islamic teachings influence not only family functioning but also the
legal and social status ofwomen As molyneux explains

the impact of religious orthodoxy on the juridical realm in particular on the
family laws is a factor of the utmost significance it is precisely within
these religious codes that the position of women is defined as legally and
socially subordinate to that of men the religious influence and derivation of
the codes has allowed the subordinate status of women to be legitimized in
terms of divine inspiration and doctrinal orthodoxy 5

islamsislamisiamislamis influence in palestinian society including the family has been
strengthened during the past two decades by a revival of islamic funda-
mentalist groups these organizations such as hamas islamic jihad and
the muslim brotherhood society have heightened the impact of islamic
thought within the palestinian family for example supporters of these
groups have encouraged women to cover their heads with the traditional
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women and worship

women without husbands or young children sleep together in a separate
section of the home when I1 stayed in gaza I1 sleptslertsiert in that part of the house
where the aged widowed mother and a single sister resided the men of the
family had already indicated that they did not follow muslim worship prac
ticescices very often I1 was surprised then to hear the single sister anisearise from her
bed with the muslim callcailcali to prayer in the early morning hour she quietly
washed dressed entirely in white and performed allaliail the positions ofprayer
in concentconcertconcern with the official callcalicail her worship was conducted in the privacy of
her bedroom without any thought that I1 might be awake and observing
afterward she told me that she does prayers that same way every morning
despite the fact that she must be at the hospital by 600goo AM she explained
that men generally pray in groups at the mosque whereas women pray alone
in the solitude of their homes

camille fronk

hijab while in public discouraged women from working outside the home
and criticized wedding ceremonies that were not conducted according to
islamic law

this paper has three objectives the first is to describe the formation
and functioning of the contemporary palestinian family the second objec-
tive is to examine the role of women especially wives in palestinian fami-
lies given the influence of modernization and the impact of the intifada
the third objective is to examine the attitudes of palestinian adolescents
toward female autonomy as those attitudes suggest what role women
might fulfill in the future

sources of information

we obtained data from a self report survey of 7000 palestinian fami-
lies living in the west bank and gaza strip during 1994 and 1995 two ques-
tionnairestionna ires one for students and one for parents were developed in english
and then translated into arabic by a palestinian translation and printing
business in the west bank several bilingual palestiniansPalestinians reviewed the ara-
bic versions and recommended minor changes finally the revised surveys
were pilot tested with a sample of palestinian youths and adults living in
east jerusalem

in november 1994 the research team visited all sixty four of the
united nations relief and works agency UNRWA secondary schools in
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the west bank and trained the head teachers principals to administer the
survey students in the ninth grade the highest grade offered in UNRWA
schools were asked to complete the questionnaire in class and then to take
one home for each of their parents students returned their parents ques-
tionnairestionna ires the following day the same procedure was replicated in gaza
where a sampling of schools was done in spring 1995 there both UNRWA
and palestinian ministry of education schools in gaza were surveyed
unfortunately we were unable to access nonnonremgeenonrefugeerefugee students living in the
west bank

five types of palestinian communities are represented in our sample
west bank cities west bank villages west bank refugee camps gaza cities
and gaza refugee camps parents in the study ranged in age from 27 years
to their early gos fathers averaged 47 years of age and mothers 48

completed surveys were returned by 92 to 97 percent ofthe enrolled stu-
dents n6923 by 85 to 94 percent of the fathers n 6253 and by 84 to 90
percent of their mothers n6024 these high response rates were obtained
without any followupfollow up or offer of incentives both students and parents
seemed excited by the opportunity to share their feelings and experiences

the contemporary palestinian family

of the many facets of the contemporary palestinian family that can be
studied we hypothesized eight could be significant indicators of whether
social change had occurred in the family they are marriage rates age at
marriage age difference between spouses rate of marriage between rela-
tives location of residence after marriage family size marital satisfaction
rates and womens roles

prominence of marriage since family is a dominant institution in
muslim palestinian society marriage is almost universal 6 jordanian per-

sonal status law a remnant of the jordanian occupation era 1948 67

regulates marriage and family practices in the west bank and gaza 7 this
law is based on islamic beliefs operates within the religious sphere and is

administered by local islamic leaders israel has made no effort during the
past thirty years of occupation to substitute israels marriage laws for jor-
danian law in fact none of the emerging political powers in contemporary
palestine such as the palestinian national authority has suggested an
alteration of the jordanian laws governing the palestinian family

over 98 percent of fathers in the sample were currently married as

were 95 percent of the mothers our sample is obviously biased toward
married couples as only parents of ninth grade students were selected
most of the nonmarriednonmarried respondents were widows or widowers less than
one percent of the mothers and fathers were separated or divorced one
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explanation for low divorce statistics is the muslims obedience to a teach-
ing attributed to the prophet muhammad that divorce is the most hateful
to god of all permitted things 1381188 the exceptionally low number of divorces
underscores the family s importance in palestinian society

age at marriage traditionally palestinian couples sign a marriage
contract in a ceremony viewed as legally binding even though they are
considered married upon signing the contract palestinian couples do not
necessarily begin living together as husband and wife immediately after the
contract signing palestinian women are generally married at a fairly early
age to protect their sexual purity notwithstanding tradition jordanian
personal status law requires women to be at least 18 years to marry and
men to be 19 years of age

judith E tucker studied islamic court records in nablusnabalus a prominent
west bank city for the periods of1722of 1722 to 1729 and 1798 to 1856 she found
that about 18 percent of the recorded marriages involved a prepubescent
girl she concluded that women often married around the age of fourteen 9

in contrast in a 19601960 study ofofartasufartasartas a small village near bethlehem pro-
thro and diab discovered that the averaverageoaverage10averagedaverageageO10 age for marriage among
women was 16.9169169 years of age and 24.4244244 years for men 11 the average age at
marriage in 1982 for a sample of the west bank population according to
ata was close to 20 years for women and nearly 24 years for men 12 these
studies suggest that palestiniansPalestinians especially women have gradually
extended their childhood years

contrary to their law over half the wives in our study signed a mar-
riage contract before they were 18 with over one fourth of these women
signing before their sixteenth birthday see table i during interviews with
palestiniansPalestin ians the authors were told that marriage laws are often ignored by
officials or circumvented by families for example young brides claim to
be older or invite an older sister to represent them in the signing ceremony

the average age at which wives in all three groups in our sample signed
their marriage contract clustered around 19 years of age with about one
percent marrying after age 28 the men averaged a little over 23 years with
nearly 5 percent being over 30 when they contracted marriage

we also examined when couples began living together as husband and
wife and found that nearly go90 percent started living together the same year
they signed the contract most commenced living together immediately
after the signing or shortly thereafter seven percent waited at least a year
and another 4 percent delayed living together for more than two years it
appears from our data that little time expired between signing the marriage
contract and living together as a married couple among this sample of
palestinian families suggesting that the tradition ofwaiting several months
maymaybebe eroding increased unemployment rates made it difficult for men to
wait and save for an apartment a large dowry or other traditional goals



TABLE 1

age when marriage contract was signed

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNonno refugee
men women men women men women

age n2842 n2732 n1875 n1846 n1294 n1341

12 15 0 33 0 25 0 26
16 18 13 28 13 28 12 28
19 20 21 19 22 24 20 23
21 22 17 8 17 9 15 9
23 24 15 4 16 6 15 7
25 26 17 5 16 5 19 5

27 28 9 11 7 2 8 1

29 30 4 0 5 1 8 1

31 50 5 0 4 1 4 0

average age 23.3233233 19.0190190igo 23.2232232 19.2192192 23.4234234 19.5195195

question how old were you when you first entered the marriage contract

TABLE 2

difference in husbandsandHusbandhusbandshusbandlandsandand wivesageswivesWivesAgesages

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
age difference n2680 n1819 n1265

wife older 8.68686 10.4104104 8.88888

both same age 9.49494 13.3133 11.4114114

husband older
1 year 7.17171 8.58585 7.07070

2 years 9.09090go 10.4104104 9.89898

3 years 7.87878 8.98989 7.97979

4 years 10.3103103 9.09090go 8.58585

5 years 8.98989 8.58585 9.89898

6 years 7.67676 6.16161gi 6.66666gg

7 years 5.65656 5.45454 6.36363

8 years 5.45454 4.44444 4.74747

9 years 5.15151 2.52525 4.14141

10 years 4.94949 4.24242 4.74747

10 years 10.7107107 8.48484 10.5105

100.01000 100.01000 100.01000
average
difference years 4.34343 4.14141 4.14141

question how old are you
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age difference between husbands and wives traditionally palestin-
ian husbands have been considerably older than their wives prothro and
diab found in 19601960 that husbands in artas were on average nine years
older than their wives 13 ata discovered a four year age gap between the
average marrying ages of men and women in the west bank in the early
198osipsosipsas 14 table 2 presents the age differences between husbands and wives in
our sample

in our sample less than io10 percent of the wives were older than their hus-
bands while another io10 percent were the same age approximately 45 percent
of the husbands were one to five years older than their wives about 25 per-
cent of the husbands were six to ten years older and approximately another
15 percent were more than ten years senior to their wives our findings
agree with ata s that husbands were overall about four years older than
their wives

marriage between relatives among palestiniansPalestinians is a strong tradition
ofmarriage between a man and his father s brother s daughter 15 a form of
endogamous or blood marriage this tradition includes a cousin
right which gives a man the right to demand marriage to his cousin if he
is unsure whether he wants to marry a particular cousin he supposedly has
the right to block her marriage to another until he makes up his mind

marriage between cousins

during our study I1 was invited into the home of a palestinian man in order
to interview him and several of his friends during the course of the inter-
view the mans wife came into the room to serve us fresh juice and slices of
fruit As the woman served the food I1 noticed a strong resemblance
between her and her husband after the woman left I1 related this observa-
tion to my host he seemed amused with my statement and then told me
that it was natural that she resembled him since they were first cousins
I1 knew that endogamous marriage marriage within the close family clan
was not uncommon among palestiniansPalestin ians but I1 had not as yet met anyone
who had married his cousin the palestinian man told me that marriages
between blood relatives were very positive and successful within their cul-
ture I11I have known and loved my cousin all of my life he said our par-
ents arranged our marriage when we were younger and I1 thank god they
did because I1 have been truly happy what better choice for a wife than
someone you have known since your birth

ray huntington
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blood marriage is justified on the presumption that cousins adjust to each
other better than nonrelativesnonrelatives and thus have a stronger marriage also
cousin marriage retains farmland flocks commercial and residential prop-
erty and other resources within the patriarchal family support for this prac-
tice is evident in ata s observation that a young man s family obtains a cousin
bride for a significantly lower price than nonrelativesnonrelatives would have to pay 16

although previous researchers observed that approximately 42 percent
of married palestiniansPalestin ians espoused a relative 17 we anticipated finding a
decline in endogamous marriages in our study on the contrary we found
that about half of the wives and husbands in our sample married a relative
A stronger evidence to refute a decline in endogamous marriages is that
our respondents reported a higher percentage of blood marriage among
themselves than they reported for their parents

residence following marriage palestinian families have traditionally
been patrilocal encouraging newly married couples to reside with or adja-
cent to the husband s parents prothro and diab discovered that 48 percent
of the wives in artas in the i96os196os lived their entire married life with their
husbands family 18 five percent stated that they started married life with
the husbands family and later established their own household according
to adado zubi favorable wage earning associated with modernization has
allowed more newly married couples to establish their own household 19

As shown in table 3 there is considerable support in our data for the tradi-
tion of living with the husbands family

TABLE 3

residence of newly married couples

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
men women men women men women

residence n2935 n2854 n1924 n1827 n1346 n1346

with or very 62 42 71 43 65 42
close to
grooms family

with or very
close to 9 23 7 27 9 23
brides family

other
4 6 4 9 4 8

relatives

by selves 25 29 18 22 23 28

100 100 100 101 101 101

question after your marriage who did you live with
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livinlivinggiiatlithehusbandswith the husbands parentsentsants

while driving through a rural village in the west bank I1 noticed that many of
the palestinian homes were two and sometimes three stories high many
one and two storied homes had rebar protruding from their roofs their
appearance gave me the impression that they were still under construction
when I1 asked the palestinian men accompanying me why many of the
homes appeared to be unfinished they responded with a question when
you were married where did you first live I1 told them that I1 lived in an
apartment close to the university my wife and I1 were attending did you
live close to your parents they asked I1 told them that when I1 married I1

moved out of my parents home in palestinianculturepalestinian culture they said when
a man marries his parents will often add a new floor onto the existing home
for their son and his bride to live in

with that explanation I1 began to understand the palestinian tradition
ofmen continuing to live with their family when they marry creating what
is referred to as the hamula or the extended family

ray huntington

according to husbands in our study over 6060 percent of the couples had
established their first home with or very near to the husbands parents
interestingly fewer wives reported living with their husbands family it
may be that wives viewed their home as a separate residence even when it was
in close proximity to their in laws home an alternative explanation is that
some wives may have defined their husbands family as their own family
when they married however the living arrangement was interpreted
approximately half of the couples initially lived with the grooms extended
family about 25 percent established a home independent of either family
settling in a different village town or city to secure employment about
io10 percent of the couples in our sample initially lived with the bride s fam-
ily following marriage

family size children especially sons are highly esteemed in palestin-

ian families 20 numerous children are seen as security during old age

ensuring care for elderly parents 2211 also many women believe that as they
bear children particularly sons their prestige and power in the extended
family increases while islam does not forbid contraception birth control
is rarely practiced when we informally asked married men how many
children they anticipated they almost always answered As many as god
gives me the number of children reported by mothers is presented in
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TABLE 4

number of children reported by wife

no of west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
children n2683 n1758 n1322

1 0.00000oo 0.00000oo 0.00000oo

2 0.30303 0.40404 0.50505

3 1.21212 1.21212 1.01010lo

4 3.13131 2.92929 2.82828

5 6.86868 5.95959 7.07070

6 12.4124124 8.88888 10.7107107

7 14.8148148 15.3153153 14.8148148

8 15.1151 16.8168168 15.8158158

9 14.9149149 16.1161 15.1151
10 11.0110llolio 12.4124124 13.1131
11 8.88888 8.68686 8.28282

12 5.55555 5.15151 5.85858

13 2.42424 3.43434 2.72727

14 1.51515 1.31313 0.909og09

15 0.60606og 0.80808 0.60606og

1 l166 1.51515 1.010loio 1.010loio

100.01000logo 100.01000 100.01000

average 8.43843843 8.61861 8.43843

question Hhowow many living children do you have

table 4 since husbandshusbands55 and wives reports agreed as to numbers of chil-
dren we present only the wives data

our data are biased in that childless couples were never surveyed on
the other hand a bias in the opposite direction was introduced by our asking
only about living children furthermore many of the wives in our sample
are still in childbearing years suggesting the possibility of additional chil-
dren fertility reported by these women is high 20 percent indicated that
they have ten or more living children the average number of children per
family is between eight and nine this number is confirmed by the stu-
dents report of the number of siblings in their families

we estimated the total fertility of a palestinian wife by determining the
number of children born to women in the sample who had completed their
childbearing women over the age of forty four reported having over nine
living children these findings are consistent with previous research and
refute claims that fertility has declined among palestinian couples our
findings also show support for religion s influence on the family since
islam encourages women to marry and bear children
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marital satisfaction ninety percent ofboth husbands and wives in our
study were either satisfied or very satisfied with their marriage less than
6 percent were dissatisfied the level ofmarital satisfaction reported by our
sample is similar to what is reported in studies ofamericans who are likely
to leave marriages if they are dissatisfied the low level of dissatisfaction in
palestinian marriages is remarkable given the infrequency of divorce

palestinian couples do not often contemplate the degree of satisfaction
or happiness in marriage after viewing the very high levels of marital sat-
isfactionis reported in table 5 we asked a number of palestinian husbands
and wives how they felt about this type of question most felt marital hap-
piness is irrelevant honorably carrying out family responsibilities is the
important issue

TABLE 5

marital satisfaction of palestinian couples

west bank gaza refugee gaza nonrefugeeNon refugee
men women men women men women

n2806 n2669 n1864 n1815 n1214 n1255

marriage
very satisfied 61 58 63 60 61 59

satisfied 29 31 27 29 28 29

mixed feelings 4 4 4 5 4 5

dissatisfied 2 2 2 2 2 2

very dissatisfied 5 5 4 4 5 5

101 100 100 100 100 100

spouse
very satisfied 60 58 63 60 60 58
satisfied 30 31 29 30 30 31

mixed feelings 6 6 5 5 5 5

dissatisfied 2 2 2 2 2 3
very dissatisfied 3 3 2 3 3 3

100 100 101 100 100 100

relationship with spouse
very satisfied 61 58 63 61 61 59
satisfied 29 3 27 28 28 28
mixed feelings 5 6 5 5 7 6

dissatisfied 2 2 2 2 2 3
very dissatisfied 4 4 2 3 3 4

101 101 99 99 101 100

questions how satisfied are you with your marriage your husbandwifehusband wife as a spouse
your relationship with your husbandwifehusband wife
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palestinian womens family roles

the second objective of this article is to examine the degree to which
contemporary palestinian women assume family roles consistent with
those of the traditional islamic family in the world of islam the traditional
family is characterized by a patrilineal and patriarchal extended household
called the hamula 22 the leader of the hamula normally the eldest man is

the primary decision maker in family issues such as selecting marriage
partners for the children 23 the hamula residence is patrilocal with new
member wives and children being added to the traditional arab
home 31241124332424 the role of women within the hamula has been defined by cen-
turies of cultural patterns and social restrictions and justified by religious
sanctions 3125112525 within the hamula the wife is considered to be under the care
of her husband or her husbands father consequently power and authority
in the extended family typically rest with men especially older men fur-
ther men are responsible to economically support the family and protect
the honor of individual family members most notably women 26

women are expected to obey their husbands and perform domestic
responsibilities such as cooking family meals cleaning the house and car-
ing for children expected to marry and rear children these women are tra-
ditionally limited to the private domestic sphere of the home moreover
women experience considerable constraints on public participation such
as working outside of the home or attending a college or university after
graduation from secondary school in brief there appear to be two worlds
within palestinian society the world ofwomen where traditional roles within
the home are emphasized and the world of men where tradition man-
dates the public roles of generating the family income and maintaining the
family s honor and prestige within the community

A palestinian womanscomans duty

I1 spent a night with an extended palestinian family in gaza presided over by
an unmarried man who had several younger brothers and sisters his broth-
ers families each lived in a wing or floor of the multilevel family home and
his married sister lived close by in a separate dwelling since the eldest
brother had no wife to cook for him he required his unmarried sister who
had worked as a head nurse in saudi arabia to return to gaza to work at a
nearby hospital and to cook meals for him even though her preference was
to remain in an environment that allowed greater female autonomy she did
not hesitate in returning to gaza she felt her first duty was to her family

camille fronk
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to ascertain changes in obligation for family roles we collected infor-
mation regarding who was primarily responsible to clean the house care
for children discipline children visit relatives and friends and provide
income for the family

housekeeping not surprisingly the results of our survey found that
93 percent of married women were responsible for cleaning the home
cooking and cleaning up after meals washing clothes making beds and
doing general housekeeping chores five percent of the women indicated
that housekeeping duties were shared equally with their husbands only 2

percent of the women surveyed indicated that their husbands were primar-
ily responsible to care for the home we theorized that those 2 percent were
ill or in some way incapacitated necessitating that the husband assume
responsibility for housekeeping

we tried to determine whether traditional family roles remained constant
or had changed over time we compared our results to ata s study which
found that 89 percent of the women surveyed reported that they were solely
responsible for keeping house and 5 percent reported that they were
mostly responsible three percent reported that housekeeping duties
were shared with their husbands and only i1 percent reported that the
duties were shared equally 27 our findings are almost identical to atasatdsaads
confirming that modernization and political upheaval have not released
women from the daily household chores that tradition has dictated they
should perform nor have men entered this aspect of the private domain in
order to assist their wives moreover there is no evidence in our study that
would indicate a shift in this role for either men or women

caring for children we anticipated that the responsibility to care for
children rests primarily with wives in palestinian families however we
were surprised to find that 65 percent of the wives indicated that they and
their husbands shared this family task equally in other words husbands
were almost as involved in caring for their children as were their wives

only 32 percent of wives said that they were responsible for caring for the
children without their husbands help three percent indicated that their
husbands were solely responsible for child care our findings appear to
contradict the traditional stereotype prescribing that women be the pri-
mary family caregiverscaregivers

further within the past two generations a significant change has taken
place with respect to this family role for example data from ata s 1982

study reveal that 8080 percent of the women he surveyed were solely respon-
sible for child care within the family and 5 percent were mostly responsible 28

only 13 percent of the women indicated that this duty was shared with their
husbands the fact that men are significantly more involved in caring for
their children in the current study than they were in atas study indicates a
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shift from traditional expectations to a slightly more egalitarian approach
between palestinian husbands and wives

disciplining children traditionally palestinian women have
assumed responsibility for supervising and disciplining their children since
they are at home for longer periods of time than their husbands conse-
quentlyquently we assumed that women would report primary responsibility for
childrens discipline again we were surprised with the findings of our
study only 16 percent of the women reported that they were solely respon-
sible for disciplining their children an unexpected 70 percent of women
indicated that discipline of children was shared equally with their hus-
bands these findings suggest a shift in this family role in comparison
atas 1982 study found that 38 percent of the wives were solely responsible
for disciplining their children and 12 percent were mostly responsible
forty five percent shared this duty in some measure with their husbands 29

we suggest three possible explanations to account for the increased
participation of husbands in caring for and disciplining children first an
extremely high rate of unemployment existed among palestinian men in
the west bank and gaza strip during the time we conducted this study con-
sequently men were probably spending more time in the home than they
had in the past second as palestinian youths challenged israeli occupation
of their land during the intifada they may have experienced a growing
independence from traditional family authority sensing this loss ofparental
authority some fathers may have compensated by becoming more involved
in disciplining their children third driven by forces ofmodernity and west-
ernization men and women across the muslim world may have become
more egalitarian with respect to family roles involving their children

visiting relatives and friends palestiniansPalestinians place a great deal of
emphasis upon sociability particularly hosting in their home and visiting
family members and friends given the patriarchal structure of the pales-
tinian family men are presumably responsible for planning the visits to the
homes of other family members and friends however our study revealed
that 69 percent of women shared this activity with their husbands seven-
teen percent said their husbands were responsible to arrange visits as com-
pared to 14 percent of the women who indicated they were primarily
responsible to organize social activities with family and friends

since we were not able to find any previous research describing the
roles of husbands and wives in this particular area it is difficult to deter-
mine if changes have occurred in this family role given the sharp distinc-
tion between the husbands role in the public sphere versus the womanscomans
role within the private domain of the home it is possible that a shift in
the role of women has taken place however the involvement of palestin-
ian women in the public sphere appears to be limited to social activities
with family and close friends
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providing the family income we anticipated a clear separation
between husband and wife concerning who is responsible to earn income
for the family our study revealed that this family role conformed to tradi-
tional islamic expectations which mandates that men are expected to pro-
vide the family income for example 84 percent of wives reported that
their husbands were solely responsible to provide family income while
only 4 percent indicated that they alone generated their family s livelihood
twelve percent of the women said that they shared with their husbands the
responsibility of earning money low percentages of women who provide
family income or who share the task equally with their husbands are to be
expected since 92 percent of the women in our sample were housewives
only 5 percent worked outside of the home and another 3 percent indi-
cated that they were looking for work this percentage of employed
women is somewhat lower than the 13.5135 percent reported bybyataayataata in 1982 030o

the large gap between the percentage of those indicating they were
housewives and the smaller percentage of women who reported they
worked may be explained by the fact that all of the women in our sample
were married and responsible for several children in the home thus large
family size would certainly deter women from working outside of the
home or bringing outside work to do within the home

acquiring an education traditionally womens education has been
limited in comparison to that of men most women in our study 73 per-
cent received some type of primary secondary or trade school education
we found that 21 percent of the women surveyed received no formal edu-
cation 22 percent reported at least some primary education and 25 percent
completed part or all of secondary education additionally 26 percent of
the women said that they received some type of trade school experience
only 6 percent indicated they attended or graduated from a college or uni-
versityversity thus while higher education may be available to women in the
west bank and gaza most have not received advanced education

ata found that 29 percent of women in his 1982 study had no formal
education while 30 percent received some form of primary education and
33 percent completed part or all oftheir secondary education 31 only 3 per-
cent attended trade school while 6 percent attending college or university
thus over time educational attainment for palestinian women has
remained consistent

an unexpected finding in summary a surprising finding that
emerged from this study was the degree to which family power and respon-
sibilitiessibilities were shared with the exception of men working outside the home
and women cleaning the home family roles appear to be shared between
husbands and wives to a remarkable degree we expected to find that men
exercised much more control over the family than was actually reported
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given the findings of this study we may have to reformulate our
notions about arab muslim wives particularly palestinian wives the
stereotypical image of the powerless marginalized and oppressed muslim
wife is clearly not accurate the wives in this study appear to function with
a greater degree of power within the family than was previously assumed
however these women have not as yet made the same strides in participat-
ing in the public domain

womens autonomy as impacted by social changes

some scholars of the middle east foresee an erosion of palestinian
muslim family tradition as a result ofsocietal disruptions including political
occupation and modernization marimarmarl i suggests that palestiniansPalestin ians may be
more susceptible to modernization forces than other arab nationalities
because their dispersion and forced fragmentation have fostered expo-
sure to international influences such as womens emancipation 3231 likewise
warnock states that industrialization and education are eroding the pales-

tinian familysfam ilys authority because schooling and working for wages take
youths boys and girls away from the family farm or business 33

conversely other studies warn against making hasty conclusions that
modernity has fostered major changes in womens liberation in palestine

consider a few examples while an increasing number of young women
with postsecondary training have reported marrying men of their own
choosing most young women are required to justify their choices in
rational rather than emotional terms and to obtain a family consensus 13434

palestinian fatalities incurred in the struggle for national autonomy argue

the role of womens education

I1 met a premedfremed palestinian student at brigham young university soon after
we collected our data desiring to put real stories behind the numbers I1

asked her about education in Ramallah where she was reared in contrast to
the rigors of comprehensive final exams in the west bank she said BYU was
easy with the exception of learning the english vocabulary for physics she
plans to finish medical training return to palestine marry have a family
and then practice medicine only after her children are grown she con-
cluded 1 I dont want anyone else to rear my children being a mother is

most important to me
camillecarnille fronk
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for a need of larger families although the already depleted economy con-
tinues to lose ground 35 palestinian women still need a mans signature to
receive a passport 36 while more palestinian women are seen working outside
the home they are typically widows young single women or divorced with-
out children educating young women is seen as an indulgent gamble 3137113737

attitudes of palestinian adolescents toward womens autonomy

we asked palestinian adolescents in our sample about their attitudes
toward female autonomy or liberation youths responded to nine parallel
statements indicating their personal view of women s role in family and
society such as if a woman disagrees with her husband she should keep
quiet or A woman should be able to express her opinion if she disagrees
with her husband the first statement represents a more restrictive role for
women while greater autonomy is reflected in the second

questions that focus on primary responsibility for various family
obligations made up a second measurement of attitudes toward female
autonomy in our study those questions ascertained the adolescents views
of their future marriage specifically who would have the primary respon-
sibilitysibility of earning money for the family disciplining the children arrang-
ing visits to family and friends supervising their childrens education and
making decisions about their children s marriages

palestinian girls in the study viewed the future differently from pales-

tinian boys not surprisingly palestinian girls expressed more liberal views
pertaining to women s roles and position in society than their male peers
both boys and girls expect an egalitarian division of authority in the home
when they become parents but a greater percentage of girls than boys
expect an egalitarian sharing in every responsibility including earning
family income boy s educational expectations correlate with this view of
women s liberation the higher a boy s educational aspirations the more
restrictive were his views on female autonomy in other words education
may engender a degree of intolerance on the part of young men toward
women s independence and choice of less traditional lifestyles

most young women in our study will eventually marry from among
the group of young men whom we surveyed if these young women main-
tain their hope for greater equality and independence greater discordance
in future marriages would seem likely however we have no reason to
anticipate such incongruence between the expectations of future palestin-
ian husbands and wives the findings suggest that these young women
socialized by their mothers and other women who surround them will
view their expectations for female autonomy and their future maternal role
as not in opposition but as a means to build greater equality within fami-
lies and the entire community islamic feminists have been distinguished
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from western feminists by their insistence on including religion in any
solution and by their commitment to strive to create equality not for the
woman as individual but for the woman as part of the family a social insti-
tution central to the maintenance of any societysociety3833381138303838

the tendency of girls to favor greater female autonomy in society even
when choosing more traditional family roles evidences the cultural influ-
ence of well defined religion and corresponds with other research both
kaufman and rosaldo conclude that women who live in a culture with a
strong patriarchal religious base and who claim rights of female autonomy
are likely to elect traditional family roles 39 rapoport et al reported strik-
ingly similar findings from their study of gender role attitudes among
palestinian adolescents living in the state of israel 40

modernization theory

our results do not support social theorists claims that moderniza-
tion s influence is virtually unstoppable and thereby makes every society
eventually like all others that rarely does one find a resistant culture we
discovered that this muslim culture has largely succeeded in resisting west-
ern philosophies affecting the family indeed the results of our study do
not support research conducted by other researchers such as rapoport et
al who suggest that liberal western norms have influenced gender conduct
family role relations and delayed age of marriage among palestiniansPalestin ians 41

modernization theory asserts that education of youths will promote
even greater modernity every youth in our study was a current student
teachers and principals met these youths every school day influencing
them as adult role models girls in particular saw women working outside
the home as educators and administrators yet one third of these girls
reported that a woman s place is in the home boys not girls appear to be
influenced more by educations shaping of less traditional roles while this
study included only a couple of measures of modernity these indicators
substantiate a significant resistance to modernization influences although
these families own televisions and radios the refugee population in our
study is either only marginally exposed to liberal western norms and value
systems or is determined to reject such norms the latter is more likely
from a palestinian s perspective westernization and modernization as
reported by the media have repeatedly failed to produce peace and equality
in other parts of the world making islamic culture all the more attractive

enduring family traditions

finally findings from this study suggest that neither youths participa-
tion in the intifada nor their immersion in a society of political unrest have
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disturbed family traditions or family authority fears expressed to us by
concerned palestinian fathers that their sons and daughters are becoming
independent of family traditions are unfounded this finding corresponds
with hudsonsHudsons suggestion that youths involvement in intifada activities
reinforces traditional gender roles rather than alters gender ideology 42

youths who participated in the intifada do not necessarily desire
departure from traditional family practices while these youths expect to
be more egalitarian in their family roles than traditionally observed they
anticipate that women will likely remain at home as palestinian women
have done in the past the data show overwhelmingly that these youths
expect to manage their future homes in much the same way they have
observed their parents do thus no major evidence indicates that future
palestinian families will differ significantly from current families in man-
aging and maintaining the home and family

we hypothesized that modernization the intifada and a society in
upheaval would encourage trends leading to a departure from the tradiaradi
tionseions observed in the parents home especially in young women s expec-
tationstations adolescents however anticipate family roles very similar to
current family roles described by their mothers we did not expect trends
to be dramatic considering the enduring traditions that family role divi-
sions have enjoyed for generations in spite of ubiquitous change we did
find that stability continues within palestinian families

summary

to say that the family permeates islamic society is an understatement
muslim men and women seek marriage with strong guidance from family
members children are desired and few couples use any form of family plan-
ning consequently islamic families tend to be large the husband father
and his family exercise greater power and influence than does the wife
mother and her family but our examination of family roles revealed that
within the home the wife has considerable influence on family life

westerners often have difficulty fathoming the depth to which islamic
thought permeates palestinian society and the arab world in general in
america an emphasis on separation between church and state between
religion and politics greatly reduces any one religion s influence on society
in palestine essentially one religion islam influences all roles in life
especially traditional family roles even the jordan personal status laws
that govern the family are based on islamic principles

the islamic family remains a strong institution in a world where ero-
sion of the family is attributed to a variety of powerful outside forces out-
side social and political upheaval in the west bank and gaza strip have not
appeared to undermine palestinian commitment to family solidarity
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FIG i the faqawi family khan yunis refugee camp outside gaza city 1997 fuad
faqawi the father stands in the rear of the group behind his wife and six of their eight
children he teaches english at a united nations relief and works agency school for
girls brian barber on the right is one of the authors of this study
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